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The Grain product line is something special. It has a fresh approach to the casual “countryside style” and its
appeal will definitely create a tranquil environment. The design is built on round materials with no sharp edges
and follows the tradition of Scandinavian design – absolute style with minimum fuss. It’s a classic that fits as
well in the light and airy spaces as the small and narrow apartment, a certain way to add aesthetics to your
home.

912 GREY STAINED
Colour no.

924 BLACK STAINED
Colour no.

928 RED STAINED

Part of the design is the surface. The products are developed in natural materials and you can see the structure
through the stained colour finish. It gives a genuine natural impression and it has a sturdy construction that
is durable and long-lasting.This classy collection is sure to enrich your interior design and create a welcoming
atmosphere. It is the perfect piece of furniture to add understated elegance to your home.

Quality
The products of Grain are subject of a high
quality as well as strong construction. The
hinges have integrated dampers that catch the
door and close it slowly, silently and softly.

Stained veneer
Part of the essential design is the surface. In Grain you
can see the structure through the stained colour finish. It
is very simple, yet aesthetic and gives a genuine natural
expression.

Design
Monika Mulder, the designer of Grain, cares
a lot for the sculptural aspect of design. Her
main interest is to develop relevant solutions
for real needs, and to give grace and beauty
to everyday products.

Design by: Monika Mulder
Monika Mulder’s work is playful and functional, solving
challenges of production with creativity and consideration.
“Developing a product that fulfils practical demands can be
done by good thinking, but creating a product that touches
people’s souls, requires real feelings. That is my way of challenging design.”
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